
Cheriton Deluxe
F R E E S T A N D I N G  E L E C T R I C  F I R E

The Cheriton Deluxe features the very latest in Optiflame technology - 

with multi-coloured flame and an adjustable flame intensity from low to 

high, plus pulsating  The result is a truly unique experience and a  

perfect focal point in any home. 

This model has a range of features including optional top light, run back 

timer, and thermostat and has a 2kW heat output, but can also be used 

in a flame-effect only setting, offering the benefit of a cosy atmosphere 

even when heat is not required.

The classic black decorative trim is complimented by the contemporary 

chrome finish on the trim and fret, along with a real coal fuel bed.  

The Cheriton is a freestanding fire designed to sit neatly against a flat 

surface or installed with a fire surround and can be operated from  

the comfort of your chair using the remote control.
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Dimensions & Weight

Height Width Depth Weight Power Cord Length

682mm 639mm 194mm 11.6kg 1.8m

- On/off

- Heat settings

- Flame   

- intensity

- Thermostat

- Blue flame

- Run-back timer

Features

Low

Flame effect button turns the flame effect on or off 

and will change the brightness of the flame. There are  

3 brightness settings F1-F3 as shown above

Blue Flame EffectMedium High

Adjustable Flame Effect

Remote Control Operations

Unique Optiflame effect 
A vibrant and realistic flame effect 
that adds depth and comfort to 
any space.

2kW heat output 
Offering up to 2kW of heat via a  
fan heater. 

Choice of 2 heat settings 
A choice of 1kW or 2kW heat output 
helping control running costs.

Thermostat 
Maintains the desired room 
temperature by automatically 
switching on and off.

Run-back timer (8 hours) 
Set the fire to switch off 
automatically after a selected time 
period (upto 8 hours)

Variable flame brightness 
Change the brightness of the flame 
effect with the choice of 3 settings 
and the option of a pulsating effect.

Choice of blue flame effect 
Select the blue flame to mimic  
the look of a real flame.

Downlight 
Illuminate the fuel bed by selecting 
the down light 

LED lighting 
Efficient low energy and long 
lasting LED bulbs.

Remote control 
Operate the fire from the comfort 
of your armchair.

Real coal fuel bed  
Complete the look of a real fire 
with real coals.

Flame effect only  
Enjoy the ambience of the flickering 
flame effect any time without the heat.

Freestanding  
Quick and easy to install - sits flush 
against a flat surface such as a 
hearth or wall.
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